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Model Listing and Assumptions of the ECCO-Models and the
DREAM-Models
Introduction
Below, a detailed listing is given for the single region ECCO-modelling approach of
OECD-Europe as discussed in chapter 4 and 7. The main equations are presented in
this section implying that this listing is not complete. Moreover, the changes made in
the multi regional model and the DREAM-modelling approach are presented here.
Both the single and multi-regional models are developed with the aid of a system
dynamic software packet called Vensim [1997a-c]. Vensim allows the use of
subscript which reduces the number of equations drastically as similar equations, for
instance in the case of the various production  sectors, can all be presented by one
equation. Not only are the number of equations reduced by the use of subscript but
it also makes the model more accessible as flows and influences are simulated in a
more orderly and similar manner. 
In the models, subscripts 
and s are introduced to
denote the different




subscripts f and g  are
defined for the various fuel
types: coal, crude oil, natural gas, biomass, nuclear, hydro, and solar energy. The
latter also includes wind geothermal energy, and tidal and wave energy. In addition,
subscript a is introduced for dealing with the double sets of accounts (see
chapter2.4). Throughout the model, ac1 denotes the first account which holds the real
energy value of a flow or stock. This means that energy savings and changing ERE-
values are taken into account here. In addition, ac2 refers to the second account
which involves the utility value of the stocks and flows (e.g. number of cars or
factories). The introduction of a double sets of accounts can be compared to the
concepts of current constant dollars. Subscript b and c indicate the 6 regions in case
of the multi-regional modelling approaches. Finally,  subscript re  indi ates the
resource base class; proven recoverable reserves or addition resources.
In the listings of equations presented for each subsystem, subscripts are put
between brackets at the end of a variable name. Moreover, subscripts that are
summed are marked by an exclamation mark (e.g.SUM(export[s!])). 
Subscripts used below
r, s : agr, ind, ene, tra, ser
f, g : coal, oil, gas, bio, nucl, hydro, solar
a : ac1, ac2
b,c : reg1, reg2, reg3, reg4, reg5, reg6





out[s] = SUM( pedprod[s,f!]) + res[s] + imp[s]
res[s]  = SUM(int[r!,s])
int[r,s] = ICR[r,s] * Cs[s]
imp[s] = MCR[s] * Cs[s]
investments and capital stock
Cs[s,a] = INTEG( rcf[s,a] - rdc[s,a], CS85[s])
rdc[s,a] = Cs[s,a] / LT[s,a]
rcf[ind,a] = left[a] * fnc[c]/ CTRBRCF[ind]
fnc[a] = CTRBCF[ind]/ (CTRBRCF[ind] + rgcf[a])
out[s,a] = SUM( pedprod[s,f!,a]) + res[s,a] + imp[s,a]
left[a] = out[ind,a] + rdcdel[ind,a] - rcfos[a]  - tintout[ind,a] -
export[ind,a] + CST
tintout[r,a] = SUM(int[r,s!,a])
export[s,a] = ECR[s,c] *  Cs[s]
Energy System
energy demand of production sectors
pedprod[s,f,a] = eedprod[s,a] * perel[f,a] +  fuelmixtherm[s,f] * tedprod[s,a]
* ere[f,a] 
eedprod[s,ac1] = EEIPROD[s] *  EFFelecprod[s] * Cs[s,ac2] 
eedprod[s,ac2] = EEIPROD[s] *  Cs[s,ac2]
tedprod[s,ac1] = TEIPROD[s] *  EFFthermprod[s] * Cs[s,ac2]
tedprod[s,ac2] = TEIPROD[s] * Cs[s,ac2]
energy demand of households
pedhh[f,a] =  eedhh[a] * perel[f,a] + tedhh[f,a] * ere[f,a] + fuelcars[f,a]
* ere[f,a]
tedhh[f,ac1] = TEIHH[f] *  EFFthermhh * Csdwell[ac2]
eedhh[ac1] = EEIHH *  EFFelechh * Csdwell[ac2]
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thermal energy supply
eremining[f,a] = EREMINING85[f] *EFFlbd[f]* EFFresdepl[f] 
EFFlbd = relcumindig[f] ^ (log(1-LBDCOEF[f],2))
relcumindig[f] = IF THEN ELSE (INDIG85[f]=0, 1, cumindig[f]/INDIG85[f])
cumindig[f] = INTEG(indig[f,ac1],INDIG85[f])
effresdepl[f] = EFFRESDEPL(tresdeplf[f]) 
tresdeplf[f] = totresources[f] / TOTRESOURCES85[f]
ereimp[f,ac1] =  EREIMP85[f] *  EFFereimp[f]
ereconvdist[f,a] = SUM(eretherm[g!,f,a]) + ereelec[f,a]*  perel[f,a] +
ererdcconvdist[f,a] +  EREFF[f]
eretherm[g,f,a] = ERETHERM85[g,f] * EFFeretherm[f]
ereelec[f,ac1] = EREELEC85[f] * EFFereelec[f] 
ererdcconvdist[f,a]= IF THEN ELSE(ped[f,a] pfexport[f,a]=0, 0,rdcconvdist[f,a] /
enerout[f,a])
Csconvdist[f,a] = INTEG(rcfconvdist[f,a] + rdcconvdist[f,a], 
CSCONVDIST85[f])
rdcconvdist[f,a] = Csconvdist[f,a] / LTCONVDIST[f]
rcfconvdist[f,a] =  MAX(0, dcsconvdist[f,a] - Csconvdist[f,a]) +
rdcconvdist[f,a]
dcsconvdist[f,a] = enerout[f,a] * RCSCONVDISTOUT[f]
enerout[f,a] = (ped[f,a] + pfexport[f,a]) / (ere[f,a] + ERENFF[f])
electricity supply
perel[f,a] = (fuelmixelec[f] * ere[f,a] * syselec[a]) /effpp[f,a] +
ererdcpp[f,a]
syselec[ac1] = SYSELEC85 * EFFsyselec
effpp[f,ac1] = EFFPP85[f] * EFFimprpp[f]
ererdcpp[f,a] = IF THEN ELSE(outpp[f]=0, 0, rdccspp[f,a] / outpp[f])
Cpp[f] = INTEG(rcfpp[f]-rdcpp[f],CPP85[f])
rdcpp[f] = Cpp[f]/ LTPP[f]
rcfpp[f] = MAX(0,(reqoutpp[f,ac1] - outpp[f]) / (8760 * 3.6 * LF[f]) *
1e+006) + rdcpp[f]
outpp[f] = Cpp[f] * 8760 * 3.6 * LF[f] / 1e+006
reqoutpp[f,a] =totgen[a] * fuelmixelec[f]
totgen[a] =  totdomeed[a] * syselec[a]
totdomeed[a] = SUM(eedprod[s!,a]) + eedhh[a]
Resource Base







resdeplf[res,ff,c] =  DELAY FIXED (  ffdeplf[res,ff,c],0,1)
resdeplf[res,nf,c] = 1
ffdeplf[res,ff,c] = IF THEN ELSE ( RESOURCES85[res,ff,c] < 0.001, 0,
Resources[res,ff,c] /  RESOURCES85[res,ff,c])
tresdeplf[ff,c] = totresources[ff,c] / TOTRESOURCES85[ff,c]
tresdeplf[nf,c] = 1
totresources[f,c] = SUM( resources[res!,f,c])
 
Carbon Dioxide Emissions
CO2[c,a] = SUM(ped[f!,c,a] * CO2EMF[f!,c])
Consumption System
population
pop[c] = pop85[c] * GRPOP[c]^(Time-1985)
popf[c] = pop[c]/pop85[c]
material standard of living
msolf = msol/msol85
msol = gmsol / pop
msol85 = GMSOL85/pop85
gmsol = tcons[ac2] - govcons[ac2] + totpedhh[ac2] + rdccars[ac2]
consumption of goods and services
non-industrial sectors:
incons[ind,ac2] = SMOOTHI(rcf[ind,ac2] * rgcf[ac2],3,INCONS85[s])
rgcf[ac2] = rconsrcfind[ac2] * rgech * popf
rconsrcfind[ac2] = RCONSRCFIND85 * cofarcf[ind] / cofaout[ind] 
rgech = ((msolf - 1 ) * EEE) + 1
tcons[a] = incons[ind,a] / ctrbfc[ind,a]
non-industrial sectors:
incons[s,a]  = ctrbfc[s,a] * tcons[a] 
ctrbfc[s,ac1] = CTRBFCCST[s] * cofacons[s]
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dwellings
Csdwell[a] = INTEG(rcfdwell[a] - rdcdwell[a],CSDWELL85)
rdcdwell[a] = Csdwell[a] / LTDWELL
rcfdwell[ac2] = DELAY1I( Dcsdwell[ac2] - Csdwell[ac2] + rdcdwell[ac2], 1,
RCFDWELL85)
Dcsdwell = CSDWELL85 *popf * msolf
private transportation
Cars = INTEG(rfcars - rdcars, CARS85)
rdcars = Cars /LTCAR
rfcars  = MAX(0, Carsreq - Cars + rdcars)
Carsreq = pop * CARSPP85 * GRWCARPP
Cscars[a] = Cars * gercar[a]/1000
rdccars[a] = Cscars[a] / LTCAR
gercar[ac1] = GERCAR85 * EFFgercar
fuelcars[f,a] = pkmpp  * pop * fuelreqkm[f,a] /1000
fuelreqkm[f,ac1] = FUELREQKM85[f] * EFFfuelcar[f]
pkmpp = PKMPP85 * msolf
Balance of Trade System
impexpbal[a] =  totimports[a]-totexports[a]
totimports[a] = SUM(imp[s!,a]) +totpfimport[a]
totexports[a] = SUM(export[s!,a]) + totpfexport[a]
totpfimport[a] = SUM(pfimport[f!,a]) + refoilimport[a] 
totpfexport[a] = SUM(pfexport[f!,a]) + refoilexport[a]
 pfimport[nof,a] = mprimfuel[nof] * ped[nof,a]
 pfimport[oil,a] = mprimfuel[oil] * refoilprod[a]
refoilimport[a] = MREFOIL * ped[oil,a]
pfexport[nof,a] =  EPRIMFUEL[nof] * tpes[nof,a]
pfexport[oil,a] = EPRIMFUEL[oil] * tpes[oil,a]
refoilexport[a] =  EREFOIL * tros[a]
Multi-regional model
out[s,c] = SUM( pedprod[s,f!,c]) + res[s,c] + imp[s,c]
res[s,c] = SUM(int[r!,s,b!,c])
left[c] = out[ind,c]  - rcfos[c]  -fcoc[c] -tintout[ind,c] - export[ind,c]
int[r,s,b,c] = ICR[r,s,b,c] * Cs[s,c]
rcfos[c] =  SUM (CTRBRCF[ind,c,b!] * trcf[b!]) - CTRBCF[ind,c,c] *
rcf[ind,c]





non-oil primary energy sources (nof):
indig[nof,c] = SUM(primfueltrade[nof,c,b!] * ped[nof,b!])/
(1-eprimfuel[nof,c])
pfimport[nof,c] = (1 - primfueltrade[nof,c,c]) *  ped[nof,c]
pfexport[nof,c] = sum(primfueltrade[nof,c,b!] * ped[nof,b!]) -
primfueltrade[nof,c,c] * ped[nof,c]
oil:
indig[oil,c] = sum(primfueltrade[oil,c,b!] * refoilprod[b!]) /
(1-eprimfuel[oil,c])
refoilprod[c] =  sum(refoiltrade[c,b!] * ped[oil,b!])/(1-erefoil[c])
pfimport[oil,c] = (1 - primfueltrade[oil,c,c]) * refoilprod[c]
refoilimport[c] = (1 - refoiltrade[c,c]) * ped[oil,c] + eprimfuel[nof,c] *
tpes[nof,c]
pfexport[oil,c] = sum(primfueltrade[oil,c,b!] * refoilprod[b!]) - refoilprod[c]
* primfueltrade[oil,c,c] + eprimfuel[oil,c] * tpes[oil,c]
refoilexport[c] = SUM(refoiltrade[c,b!] * ped[oil,b!]) - refoiltrade[c,c] *
ped[oil,c] + erefoil[c]
tros[c] =  refoilprod[c] + refoilimport[c]
electricity:
totdemgen[c] = SUM (totdomeed[b!] * syselec[b!] * electrade[c,b!]) +
eelec[c]
totdomeed[c] = SUM (eedprod[s!,c]) + eedhh[c]
elecexport[c] = SUM (totdomeed[b!]* syselec[b!] * electrade[c,b!]) -
totdomeed[c] * syselec[c] * electrade[c,c]
elecimport[c] = (SUM (electrade[b!,c]) + melec[c] - electrade[c,c]) *
(sum(eedprod[s!,c]) + eedhh[c])
Data and Assumptions
Above, the model listing is presented for the single region and the multi-regional
ECCO-model for OECD-Europe. Sources of data required to develop both models
are presented below. Moreover, the assumptions,  which were made to deal with lack
of data, are listed here. Both data sources and assumption are described at the level




The capital stock of the production sector is computed by multiplying the capital
stock in 1985 in terms of money by the average energy intensity of capital
depreciation The average intensity of capital deprecation is determined in chapter 3.
The capital stock in terms of money is computed by multiplying the consumption of
fixed capital of a sector (in US$) [OECD, 1993a] with the lifetime of that sector. The
rate of capital depreciation of the non-energy sectors is equal to the total capital stock
divided by the lifetime of that capital stock (LT ). For each sector of a region, the
lifetime of the capital stock is assumed equal to that of the economically dominant
country within the region country or equal to the average value of  a number of
dominant countries within the region except for region 2 where the lifetime of capital
is assumed equal to the average value for a number of European countries [OECD,
1995a].
Data for determining the ratio between intermediate inputs and imports and
between the capital stock (denoted ICR  and MCR) are derived from the (regional)
input-output table of OECD-Europe (in terms of energy) that is described in chapter
3.
Energy System
Data required for determining the ratio between the thermal energy and the electricity
demand and between the capital stock (TEI  and EEI ) are also derived from chapter
3. Additional data on the electricity and thermal energy demand are derived from
[OECD, 1991a-b]
Data for computing ratios between the electricity and thermal energy demand and
between the capital stock of dwellings are mainly derived from [OECD, 1991a]
For all non-oil fuel types, the import and export totals are derived from [OECD,
1991a]. For natural gas this distribution is mainly derived from [OECD, 1987] only
for East Germany data are derived from [OECD, 1989; UN, 1986 and UN, 1988b].
The total primary energy demand for bio fuels and n clear, hydro and solar energy
is assumed to be produced domestically. For coal, the distribution is derived from
[UN, 1988b] where various coal types are distinguished. As the model only considers
one aggregated coal type, the various coal types  presented by the UN in tonnes
product are converted into GJ by using the conversion data  of [OECD 1991b]
specified by the country of origin. In a number of cases, the import statistics appear
not to be consistent with the export statistics. These inconsistencies apply to data
derived from the OECD [1987] as well as from the UN [1988a and  1988b]. This is
most probably the result of transit trade. The production of a fuel of a certain region
may be estimated too high when the import statistics are used as a reference as that
country may only transit (a part of) the fuel. Therefore, it is preferred here to estimate
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the trade of fuel within OECD-Europe by using the export data. The statistical
differences introduced are assumed to be imports from outside OECD-Europe. The
most striking example of statistical differences is the imports of natural gas by the
UK. Statistical differences, which involve  imports of natural gas by the UK from
Norway, are the result of whether or not the imports/exports from/to the island
Teeside are included in the statistics [OECD, 1991c]. These imports (by the UK) are
assumed to have their origin outside OECD-Europe as the country of origin is hard
to determine. For Austria, the distribution figures of 1985 of the trade in coal are
assumed equal to that of 1984 as no data are available for 1985. For Germany, no
specification is presented of the distribution figures of exports for natural gas to the
country of origin and therefore these distribution figures are estimated by using the
import data of the other countries within OECD-Europe. The import and export
totals of crude oil are derived from [OECD, 1991a]. Distribution data are derived
from [OECD, 1987] except for East Germany of which all data are derived from
[OECD, 1989; UN, 1988b]. For refined oil products, the import totals and export
totals are derived from [OECD, 1991a] and the distribution data from [OECD, 1987]
except for East Germany of which all data are derived from [UN, 1988].
Energy required for mining consists of two components that is the direct and
indirect energy use. Data on both components are not available at a regional level and
are, therefore, assumed equal for all regions. For 1985, the direct energy requirement
for extracting one GJ (eremining) is derived from [Fritsche et al., 1994]. The initial
capital stock of the mining sector (CSMINING85) is also derived from [ibid]. Data
on the efficiency improvements as result of learning- by-doing are derived from [de
Vries and Janssen, 1996]. Curves used to compute the increasing energy requirement
due to depleting reserves are also derived from [ibid].
For each region, the energy requirement for transportation (ereimp) is computed
by taking the weighed average of the energy requirement for transporting energy from
the region of origin. The data, which is used in computing the average value, are
derived from [Fritsche et al., 1994] where the energy requirement is presented from
importing fossil energy (the energy costs of mining included) from  a number of
regions to Germany. So, it is assumed here that the energy costs of transporting
energy from a number of regions to Germany is a good indication of the energy costs
for transporting energy from those regions to any region within in OECD-Europe.
The direct energy requirements for converting primary fossil energy into
secondary energy sources and of distributing the secondary energy sources to the end-
user are determined by using the data of [OECD, 1991a]. For oil, the model
distinguishes the imports of crude oil and of refined oil products. The energy costs
of importing refined oil products is determined by using data of [Fritsche etal.,
1994] where the energy requirement is presented from importing fossil energy (the
energy costs of mining included) from  a number of regions to Germany. For the
regions outside OECD-Europe, the energy requirement for the conversion of crude
oil into refined oil products is assumed equal to the average value of OECD-Europe
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[1991a]. The capital stock requirement per GJ secondary output (RCSCONVDIST)
is assumed equal for each region as no region-specific data have come available. The
data are derived from [Fritsche et al., 1994] and are based on Germany.
The total rate of capacity depreciation of power plants (rdcp ) is equal to the
total capacity divided by the average value lifetime (LT ) of the power plants. For
each region, the average life  time of a power plant is assumed to be 25 years except
for hydro power plants where the lifetime is assumed to be 50 years [Benders,
1996].The contribution of a region in the electricity supply of any region in OECD-
Europe (ELECTRADE ) is set exogenously and the data are for computing the initial
values are derived from [OECD, 1991a and  1992]. Due to inconsistencies in the
trade statistics the distribution data are based on export statistics. Data for East
Germany are not included in these statistics and therefore the volume of trade in
electricity between East Germany and the rest of OECD-Europe is assumed to be
zero.   
The load factor depends on the capacity and the total output.  The initial values
of the total  capacities (CPP85) are derived from [OECD, 1992; Atomwirtschaft,
1986 & 1987]. Data includes multi-fired power plants, that is plants that use various
types of fossil fuels. The capacities of these multi-fired plants must be specified for
one fuel type as the model does not consider multi-fired plants. Data of the total
capacity specified per fuel type are also required in order to compute the load factor.
For each region, the load factor and the initial capacity of the power plants fossil fuel
fired are estimated by using the model PowerP an, which is an interactive model to
simulate (future) electricity planning of a country/region [Benders, 1996]. PowerPlan
computes the electricity supply based on the annual simulated peak demand and a
load duration curve and it uses a certain merit order of putting power plants in
operation (among others, based on operational costs) [Benders, 1996]. For each
region, the load factor (which is an output of the model) and the capacities (which is
an input of the model) are estimated by adjusting the distribution of the fuel mix over
the various capacities of the multi-fired plants (i.e. with trial and error). Data on the
peak demand and LDC curves are determined by regarding the dominant countries
of the various regions except for region 2 and 5 these values were estimated by using
the average values of the OECD [VWEW-Verlag, 1992; Ente Nazionale per l’energia
Elettrica, 1987; EDF, 1992; Central Electricity Generating Board, 1992; Benders,
1996].  
Initial data on the fuel mix of generating electricity (FUELMIXELEC ), the
electricity system losses (SYSELEC ) and  efficiency of power planst (EFFPP85)
are derived from [OECD, 1991a]. 
Two classes of resources are distinguished in the model (i.e. proven recoverable
reserves and additional reserves). For each region, the model computes the (depletion
of) proven recoverable reserves and the additional resources  of the fossil fuels. The
initial values of the proven recoverable reserves (PRORECOVRES85) are
computed by adding the cumulative production between 1985 and 1990 of the fossil
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fuels [WRI, 1994] to the proven recoverable reserves in 1990 [BP, 1994]. Data on
additional resources are derived from [BP, 1994; Nakienovi et al.,1997]
Consumption System
The population data of 1985 are derived from [OECD, 1991a and 1993c]. The
growth rates are computed by taking the average value over 1980 - 1989 [OECD,
1991a and 1993c].
The energy to expenditure elasticity (EEE) was introduced to compute the relative
growth of the energy value of consumption by households as result of the growth in
the material standard of living (msolf). This energy to expenditure elasticity is set at
0.63 [Vringer and Blok, 1993] for all regions. For each region the share the
government and private non-profit institutions  in the final consumption  is assumed
equal that of the economically dominant country within the region except for region
2 where this share is computed by taking the average value of a number of regions
within OECD-Europe [Eurostat, 1992a-f]. 
The rate of capital depreciation (rdcdwell) is equal to the total capital stock
divided by the lifetime of the capital (LTDWELL ). The average lifetime of dwelling
is assumed equal to the economically dominant countries within the region except for
region 2 where the lifetime of capital is assumed equal to the average value for a
number of European countries [OECD, 1995a].
The number of cars scrapped  is equal to the total number of cars divided by the
lifetime of cars (LTCAR ). For each region, the lifetime of cars is assumed equal to
the value of the economically dominant country within the region except for region
2 where the lifetime of cars is assumed equal to the value of  Norway which is about
the average value of Sweden, Norway and Denmark [Van den Broecke, 1988]. 
The number of cars required is equal to the average number of cars per person
(CARSPP85) multiplied with total population (pop). For region 1, 3 and 4, the
number of cars per person is assumed equal to the value of the economically
dominant country within the region [Davis, 1996]. For region 2, the number of cars
per person is assumed equal to the value of Sweden [Davis, 1996] and for 5 region
it is assumed equal to the average value of Spain [OECD, 1995b]. For region 6, the
number of cars per person is assumed equal to the average value of Italy and Turkey
[Davis, 1996]. The capital stock of the private owned cars in terms of energy is
computed by multiplying the number of cars (Cars) with the average energy value
of a car (the gross energy requirement of a car is denoted by GERCAR ). The gross
energy requirement per car is assumed equal to 220 GJ/car (this figure includes
construction and average repairs)  [Henham in [Moll, 1993; pg. 210]]. 
For region 1, 3 and 4,  the personal travel kilometres and the fuel requirement in
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MJ per pkm (person kilometres) are assumed equal to the average values of the
economically dominant country within the region [Davis, 1996]. For 2 region the
personal travel kilometres and the fuel requirement in MJ per pkm are assumed equal
to the average values of  Sweden [Davis, 1996] andfor region 5 to those of  Spain
[OECD, 1995b]. For region 6, the personal travel kilometres and the fuel requirement
in MJ per pkm are assumed equal to the average values of Italy and Turkey  [Davis,
1996; OECD, 1995b]
Chapter 7
Model changes in DREAM-OECD compared to ECCO-OECD.
Below a listing is presented of the equation that are changed  in the single region
DREAM-model for OECD-Europe compared to the single  ECCO-model of OECD-
Europe.
Investments:
rcf[s,ac2]  = DELAY1I(Max(0,Dcsut[s] - Cs[s,ac2] + rdc[s,ac2])
,5,RCF85[s])
Dcsut[s] = SMOOTH(dout[s,ac2] /OCR85[s],3)
dout[s,a] = del2rcf[s,a]  + del2fc[s,a] + tintout[s,a] + export[s,a]
OCR85[s] = OUT85[s] / CS85[s]
del2rcf[s,a] = ctrbrcf[s,a] * trcf[a]
del2fc[s,a] = ctrbfc[s,a] * tcons[a]
del2rcf[s,a] = ctrbrcf[s,a] * trcf[a]
del2fc[s,a] = ctrbfc[s,a] * tcons[a]
tintout[r,a] = SUM(int[r,s!,a])
Consumption:
consut[s] = CTRBCONSUT[s]*  totconsut
totconsut = CONSUT85 * popf * (1 + (GRWTHCONSUT)) ^ (Time -
1985)
incons[s,ac1] = MAX(0,MIN(dcons[s,ac1], tacons[ac1] )
dcons[s,ac2]= ctrbincons[s,ac2] * consut[s]
tacons[a] = out[s,a] * (fac[s,a])  - export[s,a] - tintout[s,a] 
fac[s,a] = (out[s,a] - ctrbrcf[s,a]* trcf[a])/out[s,a],




totimports[a]= SUM(imp[s!,a] + mcons[s!,a] + addimp[s!,a])
+totpfimport[a]
addimp[s,a] = MAX(0, dout[s,a] - out[s,a])
export[s,ac2]= EXPORTS85[s]  * (1 + GRWTHEXP[s])^(Time-1985)
totexports[a]= SUM(export[s!,a]) +totpfexport[a]
Changes in NLDREAM compared to NLECCO
Below a listing is presented of the main equation of NLDREAM that differ from
NLECCO.
Investments structure in the Industry
rcf[s,ac1] = DELAY1(MAX(0,dutcs[ind] - Cs[ind,ac2] +
rdc[ind,ac2])*cofaout,2)




cons[ind,ac1] = MAX(0,MIN(dconsind[ac1], tacons[ac1] ))
cons[ind,ac2] =  cons[ind,ac1] / cofaout[ind] cons[nis,ac1] = cons[nis,ac2] *
cofaout[nis]
cons[nis,ac2] = CTRBCONS[nis] * totconsut
cons[ind,ac2] =  cons[ind,ac1] / cofaout[ind]
consaux[a] = cons[ind,a] + mcons[a]
dconsind[ac1] = CTRBCONS[ind]* totconsut * cofaout[ind]
dconsind[ac2] = CTRBCONS[ind]* totconsut
consphh[hh,ac1]=  consut[hh]  * cofacons
consphh[hh,ac2]=  consut[hh]
totconsut = SUM(CONSUTPHH[hh!]) * consgr(time)^(Time-1985)
consut[hh] = CONSUTPHH[hh] * numbhh[hh] /SUM( CONSUTPHH[hh!] *
numbhh[hh!]) * totconsut
balconsut = totconsut - SUM(consut[hh!])
tcons[a] = SUM(cons[s!,a]) +  mcons[a]
mcons[ac1] = (1 - SUM(CTRBCONS[s!])) * totconsut * cofaout[ind] +
admcons[ac1]
mcons[ac2] = mcons[ac1] / cofaprod
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Households
numbphh[age,hh] = (pop[age]+ Netimm* agedistr[age]) * DISTRPOPHH[age,hh]
numbhh[hh] = SUM(numbphh[age!,hh]) /POPPERHH[hh]






DISTRPOPHH[age,mfrph] = 1 - SUM(DISTRPOPHH[age,lhh!])
totpphh[age] = SUM(DISTRPOPHH[age,hh!])
Private Transportation
Cars = INTEG(rfcars-rdcars, CARS85)
rdcars = Cars /LTCAR
rfcars = DELAY1(MAX(0, Carsreq - Cars + rdcars),0.8)
Carsreq = SUM(Carsreqhh[hh!]) + nonhhcars(time)
Carsreqhh[hh] = carpen[hh] * numbhh[hh]
Carshh[hh] = INTEG(rfcarshh[hh]-rdcarshh[hh], CARS85hh[hh])
rdcarshh[hh] = Carshh[hh] /LTCAR
rfcarshh[hh] = DELAY1(MAX(0, Carsreqhh[hh] - Carshh[hh] +
rdcarshh[hh]),0.8)
KMCAR[hh] =  KMCARHH85[hh] * 1000 * GRKMCARHH[hh]^(Time-1985)
carkm = SUM(carkmhh[hh!])
carkmhh[hh] = KMCAR[hh] * Carshh[hh]
fuelcar[a] = SUM(fuelcarhh[hh!,a])~~|
fuelcarhh[hh,a] = 2.86 * carkmhh[hh] * efffuelcar[a]/1000
efffuelcar[ac1] = (1-Effcar)^(Time-1985) ~~|
efffuelcar[ac2] = 1
Effcar = structcar + savingscar
Energy Savings
eedprod[s,ac1] = EEIPROD[ind] *eedeff[s]* Cs[s,ac2] - eleccogenprod[s,ac1]
tedprod[s,ac1] = TEIPROD[ind] * tedeff[s]   * Cs[s,ac2]
tedeff[s] = SMOOTH((1-EFFRATETC[s]-STRUCTEFFTC[s])^(Time -
1985),5)
eedeff[s] = SMOOTH((1-EFFRATEEC[s]-STRUCTEFFEC[s])^(Time -
1985),5)
autotc[ind] =  RESAUTOTCind(Time)
autotc[agr] =  RESAUTOTCagr(Time)
autotc[ene] =  1
autotc[tra] =  1
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autotc[ser] =  RESAUTOTCser(Time)
autoec[ind] = RESAUTOECind(Time)
autoec[agr] =  RESAUTOECagr(Time)
autoec[ene] =  1
autoec[tra] =  1
autoec[ser] = RESAUTOECser(Time)
xtratc[s] = IF THEN ELSE(tedeff[s]<autotc[s], tedeff[s]/autotc[s], 1)
xtraec[s] = IF THEN ELSE(eedeff[s]<autoec[s], eedeff[s]/autoec[s], 1)
dcstc[s] = RESXTRATCind(xtratc[s])
dcsec[s] = RESXTRAECind(xtraec[s])
pedhh[a] =  eedhh[a]* perel[a]  + SUM(tedhh[f!,a] * ere[f!,a])  + fuelcar[a] *
ere[oil,a] + adgascogenpublic[a] * ere[gas,a]
tedhh[f,a] = (SUM(tedphhs[hh!,a])- hpcogenpublic[a]) * FUELMIXHH[f]  +
oildom(Time) * FUELMIXOILDOM[f]
eedhhgj[a] = eedhh[a] *3.6/1000~~|
tedphhs[hh,ac1]=  TEIHH[hh] * tedeffdwell * numbhh[hh] ~~|
eedhh[a] = SUM(eedphhs[hh!,a])
eedphhs[hh,ac1]=  EEIHH[hh] * eedeffdwell  * numbhh[hh] ~~|
eedphhs[hh,ac2]=  EEIHH[hh] * numbhh[hh]
tottedhh[a] = SUM(tedhh[f!,a])
eedeffdwell = SMOOTH((1-EFFRATEECDWELL(time)
-STRUCTEFFDWELLEC(time))^( Time - 1985),5)
tedeffdwell =  SMOOTH( (1-EFFRATETCDWELL(time)-
STRUCTEFFDWELLTC(time))^( Time - 1985),5)
autotcdwell = 1
autoecdwell = RESAUTOECdwell(Time)
xtratcdwell = IF THEN ELSE(tedeffdwell< autotcdwell, tedeffdwell
/autotcdwell, 1)





NLDREAM is mainly based on NLECCO implying that most data assumption
are listed in Noorman [1995]. Three model changes were introduced in subsection
7.5.2 regarding the introduction of households, changes in the private transportation
and capital requirement for energy savings. The latter is not associated with changes
in the data whereas the data required for changes in the private transportation are
derived from [Schenk, 1998]. The assumption considering the introduction of
households are listed below.
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Households
In the original model, consumption, direct ene gy use, and private transport are
computed on the basis of the demand per caput. These demands may be computed
more accurately if one takes into account the number of households divided by
household type. Moreover, adopting this approach offers the possibility to use the
NLECCO model within the framework of HOMES. 
At first, calculating the demand is only applied to determining the consumption
of goods and services and the direct energy use. Five type of households are
distinguished that is one person households, two persons households, three persons
households, four persons households, and multi persons households. The number of
households per household type should, of c rse, coincide with the population data
of the original NLECCO model. Hence, the population divided by the 4 age groups
should be distributed over the 5 households types. Determining this distribution is not
an easy task as the data required are rather scarce especially historic data such as for
1985. The distribution is therefore determined by combining different closely related
tables, such as number of children per age group of the parents, the number of
persons in a household divided by the positions in the household, and the age of the
head of the household [CBS, 1986, 1996]. However, a number of assumptions were
still required to calculate the distribution as from these table one cannot determine the
distribution exactly. The distribution of the number of children over the household
type is assumed not to be depend on the age of the children who are living ith one
parent as well as with two parents. The distribution of the total number of children
is not dependent on the age of the person. Non-married couples and single parents are
assumed to have maximally 1 child. The average number of children in house holds
with more than 2 children is set at 3.3. A three persons household is estimated to
consist of 1.3 children on average. While, a four persons household and a multi-
persons household are assumed to comprise 2 and 3.3 children on average,
respectively. The derived distribution is presented in table 1. At first sight one might
be surprised that so many children are relatively living in larger households but one
should note that when 3 children are, for example, living together with their parents
then they are, of course, taken into account 3 times as the persons of an age group
are distributed over the households types. 
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